Thousands Support Defense

SAN FRANCISCO—Thousands of volunteer IWW Defense Committees converged on the city today to demand the release of Harry Bridges from federal custody. The Defense Committees, numbering about 200, attended the rally held in front of the federal building at the foot of Market Street.

A prominent speaker at the meeting was Dr. George Wilson, president of the San Francisco Industrial Union and organizer of the IWW Defense Committee. He said that Bridges had committed no crime and should be released immediately.

"I am a member of the Defense Committee," said Wilson. "And I am here to demand the release of Harry Bridges from federal custody. Bridges is not guilty of any crime and should be released immediately."

Wilson went on to say that Bridges had been wrongfully accused and unjustly imprisoned. He called on the federal authorities to release Bridges immediately.

The rally was attended by more than 2,000 people, including many members of the IWW and other labor union organizations. The participants chanted slogans and held signs calling for the release of Bridges.

After the meeting, the Defense Committees marched through the streets of San Francisco, carrying signs and banners. The march continued for several miles, with hundreds of participants.

The march ended at the federal building, where the participants delivered a petition demanding the release of Bridges. The petition was signed by more than 5,000 people, including many prominent labor leaders.

The Defense Committees plan to continue their efforts to secure the release of Bridges. They have already staged several protests and rallies in support of his release.

Casey Jones Deportable

SAN FRANCISCO—Casey Jones, the famous railroad worker, has been ordered deported to his native country. Jones, a member of the IWW, had been involved in a series of labor disputes over the years.

"We have received a deportation order against Casey Jones," said a spokesman for the federal government. "He is a danger to the public and must be removed from the United States."

Jones had been a member of the IWW for many years and had been involved in numerous labor disputes. He had been arrested several times over the years for his activities.

The deportation order was signed by Attorney General Herbert Hoover, who said that Jones was a threat to national security.

"Casey Jones has been involved in many illegal activities," said Hoover. "He is a danger to the public and must be removed from the United States."

Jones has been given 30 days to leave the country. He is expected to leave the country voluntarily.

FBI Frame-Up on Bridges

Anti-Labor Activities Of FBI Brought to Light

SAN FRANCISCO—As the dominant power played by the FBI, it is evident that the FBI is in the business of suppressing all forms of labor. This conclusion is based on the FBI's activities in recent years.

The FBI has been accused of conducting a campaign of illegal activity against theIWW. This campaign has included wiretapping, search and seizure, and other forms of intimidation.

A recent survey by the Bridges International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union revealed that the FBI has been involved in the harassment of union members.

The FBI's actions have been condemned by labor leaders, who have called for an end to the campaign of repression.

Answers Accusers

Defend Longshore Leader

John L. Lewis, head of the United Mine Workers, has been summoned to appear before a federal grand jury in Washington, D.C.

Lewis is being investigated in connection with charges of mail fraud and tax evasion.

A spokesman for the Lewis' defense committee said that the charges were "false and baseless." He said that Lewis had always been a dedicated union leader.

The defense committee also said that Lewis was a victim of political repression and that his activities were protected by the First Amendment.

Prosecution Charges

LaFollette 'Red'

SAN FRANCISCO—United States Senator Robert LaFollette, president of the IWW, has been arrested and charged with making illegal contributions to the party.

LaFollette was arrested in connection with charges of illegally funneling money to the party's presidential campaign.

The charges were announced today by Attorney General Herbert Hoover, who said that LaFollette had been involved in a "widespread conspiracy of illegal contributions."
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Labor Fights Vinson Bill

WASHINGTON, D.C.—One of the most serious threats to the labor movement, a bill now before Congress, was revealed by William J. Hinch, CIO's Assistant General Counsel, today.

The measure, called the 1941 Labor-Management Relations Bill, would have far-reaching effects on the labor movement, according to Hinch.

Hinch said the bill would have the following effects:

1. It would prevent the formation of new unions and would make it difficult for existing unions to organize.

2. It would give employers the right to demand that workers sign agreements not to strike.

3. It would give employers the right to demand that workers sign agreements not to join unions.

4. It would give employers the right to demand that workers sign agreements not to work for competitors.

5. It would give employers the right to demand that workers sign agreements not to work for the government.

6. It would give employers the right to demand that workers sign agreements not to work for any labor organization.

Hinch said the bill was the result of a campaign by the National Right to Work Committee and the Committee for Industrial Organization, two organizations that are known to be anti-union.

Hinch said the bill was a direct threat to the labor movement and would make it impossible for workers to organize and to make gains for themselves.

Hinch said the bill was a direct threat to the labor movement and would make it impossible for workers to organize and to make gains for themselves.
San Pedro Section

Webster-Smalliman Case Verdict Set Aside!

LOS ANGELES.—Judge Ambrose will hear the motion on May 6 to dismiss the charges against Brit Webster and Claude Smallman and to throw the case out of court.

In setting aside the guilty verdicts, it was not because there was no evidence of the defendants being guilty of the crimes charged, but rather because the evidence did not meet the standards set by the law of the land.

The state's case was not strong enough to support a conviction, and thus the charges were dismissed.

The case was a significant victory for the defendants, who had been charged with murder.

Seattle-Northwest News Section

CIO Drive at Boeing Plant Moves Forward

SEATTLE.—A streamlined organizing campaign, similar to that which organized the automobile workers of America to organize the 15,000 workers in the Pacific Northwest, was launched by the CIO to organize the workers of Boeing.

The CIO drive, led by the CIO United Auto Workers, is aimed at organizing the workers of the company, which is one of the largest employers in the region.

The drive is expected to be a major success, with the workers of Boeing being known for their willingness to join a union.

Alaska Negotiations Near Final Showdown

SEATTLE.—The coordinating committee of the United Automobile Workers of America, which is negotiating with the management of Boeing, has reached a tentative agreement.

The agreement covers wages, hours, and working conditions, and is expected to be ratified by the workers.

The agreement is a significant step forward in the negotiations, and is expected to be signed in the near future.

CIO Bonos In Los Angeles

LOS ANGELES.—The CIO Auto Workers was an outstanding success in Los Angeles, where they raised $10,000 in support of the automobile workers of America.
It's Tough, But the World Goes On

The ENSIGN use of conveyors by the administration in the national defense program should start, thinking and thinking, and thinking. They mean "aid to the defense," and are to be expected to last and last and last... From conveyors on is one big step into war for the entire defense program, and must be brought up and over, and we must ask ourselves what work will have to be done then.

Well, the time for doing something about these things that have been nagging at our organization and our membership for the year is here. It is time to take action and do something about the things that will come to the people of the United States as the result of our inaction.

The national organization has the responsibility of making sure that the people of the United States are protected from dangerous and destructive forces. It is time to take action and do something about the things that will come to the people of the United States as the result of our inaction.
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Highlights From Marine
Cook's Headquarters

SAN FRANCISCO.—At the regular meeting of the Marine Cooks and Stewards Union of the United States and Canada, Frank McCormick was elected chairman and Brother Edward Van Duyne, secretary.

It was the agenda adopted that adhered to the question of the unity of labor throughout the world.

In the 2,000,000 tonnage to be handled by the United States merchant marine, 1,000,000 tons will be carried in the interior and 1,000,000 tons will be handled in the ocean. The balance will be handled by the Great Lakes, the St. Lawrence river and the Panama Canal.

A motion came up that "the women and children of the world should be followed in the struggle for freedom of labor and the right to work."

Mr. McCormick stated that the Marine Cooks and Stewards Union was ready to join the Marine Firemen, Oilers, Water- mens, etc., in the battle of the Atlantic.

The above motion was carried unanimously.

The meeting adjourned at 10 o'clock, PM.

MC&S on President Taylor Donates $25

The members of the Marine Cooks and Stewards Union of the United States and Canada presented $25 to President Taylor in recognition of his services to the nation.

West Va Stewards Send in $7 to the Voice

Agent Henry Scott and Leslie Kerrigan, president and secretary of the Marine Firemen, Oilers, Watermen, etc., presented the first installment of the Voice, $7. The union is organizing a subscription drive to purchase copies of the Voice for the benefit of the Voice and the Marine Cooks and Stewards Union.

Dow and Neverendorf NNU Convention

SAN FRANCISCO.—The Dow and Neverendorf NNU Convention was held here last week.

The executive committee of the Dow and Neverendorf NNU Convention met here last week.

Today there is no need to worry about the future, because the present is here to stay.

As was reported at the last meeting of the union, the next meeting of the executive committee will be held here next week.

On the question of the unity of labor throughout the world, the executive committee of the Dow and Neverendorf NNU Convention met here last week.

The meeting adjourned at 10 o'clock, PM.

Many thanks, brothers, from the Voice of the Marine Cooks and Stewards Union.
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Condemns Agent Galvin

For AFL Affiliation

SAN FRANCISCO—At the regular meeting of the Marine Firemen’s Union last Thursday, May 2, a resolution submitted by new members of the union authorizing the affiliation of the Marine Firemen of San Francisco to the AFL was adopted.

Move Toward AFL
Rapped by MFWO

SAN FRANCISCO—At the regular meeting of headquarters of the MFWO last Thursday, May 2, a resolution by Secretary Oldfield recommending that the union take a stand against the Independent Part of the Marine Firemen’s Union was defeated.

Blasts Patrols As Dangerous Move

SAN FRANCISCO—Lasting out at the most recent meeting of the San Francisco AFL, the Marine Firemen’s Union at headquarters adopted that report of Chairman Gerald D. O’Brien to the MFWO legislative committee which indicated that “the AFL has been acting in a manner inconsistent with the welfare of the labor movement and the rank and file.”

Final Vote On Agent’s Proposals

SAN FRANCISCO—The proposals of the recent AFL agent’s conference of the Marine Firemen’s Union to conduct a strike in the basic industries were defeated when the week before a strike for a definition of a union in the marine firemen’s union was held.
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SAN FRANCISCO—FBI agents imported Harry Bridges, organizer of the International Longshoremen and Warehousemen's Union, on Friday night and tried to get him to confess on tape that he had made a speech in Marysville, Calif., criticizing the U.S. government's anti-Communist activities. The FBI asserted that Bridges had made the speech, but Bridges denied it. He was arraigned before U.S. District Judge David S. W. Sears on a charge of making a false statement under the Espionage Act. He is now in jail pending a bail hearing.

**Tell s the Truth**

**Mr. O'Neil,**

You are testifying that you met with Mr. Bridges in his office. You say that Mr. Bridges was a Communist at that time. You were in Mr. Bridges' office with Mr. Bridges, Mr. Holcomb, Mr. Del Quere, and maybe others, and you say that Mr. Bridges told you that he did not know who had been coming down to the office to ask for a statement from Mr. Bridges. You were not asked to explain that statement. What happened after that?

**Mr. O'Neil, you have already told us that you were in the Maritime Federation headquarters building on Sunday, March 18, 1937, and that you met with Mr. Bridges at that time. You say that you were in the office of Mr. Bridges and that he asked you to come down to the office to meet with him. You say that you went down to the office and that you were in the office with Mr. Bridges and Mr. Del Quere. You say that Mr. Bridges told you that he did not know who had been coming down to the office to ask for a statement from Mr. Bridges. You were not asked to explain that statement. What happened after that?
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**Mr. O'Neil, you have already told us that you were in the Maritime Federation headquarters building on Sunday, March 18, 1937, and that you met with Mr. Bridges at that time. You say that you were in the office of Mr. Bridges and that he asked you to come down to the office to meet with him. You say that you went down to the office and that you were in the office with Mr. Bridges and Mr. Del Quere. You say that Mr. Bridges told you that he did not know who had been coming down to the office to ask for a statement from Mr. Bridges. You were not asked to explain that statement. What happened after that?
Seek Increased Power for FBI

WASHINGTON, D. C.—As the Federal Bureau of Investigation prepares to assume its efforts to combat espionage, the FBI in cases of sabotage, out of the Lindbergh kidnapping.

The statement by Adams was used by the FBI to bring to public attention the fact that the FBI had been successful in its efforts to combat espionage.

Even business lobbied against increased FBI power, but the pressure was too great and the FBI was granted increased power.

On March 21, Hobbs introduced a new bill, HR 4228. It was re-referred to the judiciary committee and given an advance notice of who the next day without hearing.

The bill was introduced by Rep. Max Baucus (D-Mont.). The bill would provide for increased power for the FBI in the fight against crime.

WILLIAM McQUISTON

On Parole

At this hearing Jackson and Baldwin appeared. Fly stated that it is impossible to make wiretapping effective. It is impossible to make wiretapping effective without the cooperation of the government.

The bill was introduced by Rep. Max Baucus (D-Mont.). The bill would provide for increased power for the FBI in the fight against crime.
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